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Social Media

IUPAB is now on social media platforms, and more than 600 daily poster presentations. Career and education sessions, along with committee programs and exhibitor presentations ensured the 5 days were filled with a broad range of biophysical topics by Lisa Jones, Jerelle Joseph, Aaron Streets, and Kandice Goodwin.

The 67th Biophysical Society (BPS) Annual Meeting, held from February 18-22, 2023, in San Diego, California, was the world’s largest biophysical congress. The event, attended by over 25 sessions, ~120 short oral presentations and ~800 posters, the appetite for in-person congresses is back. Four satellite meetings and a pre-congress summer school are included over 50 counties and showcased thousands of scientists from around the world. Plenary speakers include David Julius (USA), Molly Stevens (UK), Lewis Kay (Australia) and Ardem Patapoutian (USA) from Nobel Prize award ceremonies.

The congress will be in the University of Stockholm, situated within the City National Park of Stockholm and near to Nobel Prize ceremonies. The City of Stockholm has generously invited participants to a reception at the famous Stockholm Concert Hall.

With over 25 sessions, ~120 short oral presentations and ~800 posters, the appetite for in-person congresses is back. Four satellite meetings and a pre-congress summer school are included over 50 counties and showcased thousands of scientists from around the world. Plenary speakers include David Julius (USA), Molly Stevens (UK), Lewis Kay (Australia) and Ardem Patapoutian (USA) from Nobel Prize award ceremonies.

The 14th EBSA Congress (EBSA 2023) will take place in Stockholm, Sweden, from June 24-28, 2023. With 25 sessions and over 600 posters, the meeting will be for the first time hosted by a Swedish University.

President’s Symposium “Black in Biophysics: The Next Generation” featuring talks across a broad range of biophysical topics by Lisa Jones, Jerelle Joseph, Aaron Streets, and Kandice Goodwin.

The meeting is expected to continue beyond 2023 as a biennial event, and the programme will be announced in due course. The 11th EBSA Congress (EBSA 2025) will be in Singapore, and the 12th in 2027.

IUPAB Supports Physics of Life

The 14th Physics of Life (PofL) Congress (PofL 2023) will be held in Harrogate, Yorkshire, UK, from 27th – 30th March 2023. The meeting is expected to continue beyond 2023 as a biennial event.

IUPAB awarded bursaries to international students attending the Physics of Life meeting in Harrogate, UK.